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QUESTION 1

You have developed a model training code that regularly checks for new data in Object Storage and retrains the model.
Which statement best describes the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services that can be accessed from Data Science
Jobs? 

A. Data Science Jobs can access OCI resources only via the resource principal. 

B. Some OCI services require authorizations not supported by Data Science Jobs. 

C. Data Science Jobs cannot access all OCI services. 

D. Data Science Jobs can access all OCI services. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Six months ago, you created and deployed a model that predicts customer churn for a call center. Initially, it was
yielding quality predictions. However, over the last two months, users have been questioning the credibility of the
predictions. Which TWO methods customer churn would you employ to verify the accuracy of the model? 

A. Redeploy the model 

B. Retrain the model 

C. Operational monitoring 

D. Validate the model using recent data 

E. Drift monitoring 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a data scientist working for a manufacturing company, you have developed a fore- casting model to predict the
sales demand in the upcoming months. You created a model artifact that contained custom logic requiring third party
libraries. When you deployed the model, it failed to run because you did not include all the third-party dependencies in
the model artifact.? 

A. Score.py 

B. Runtime.yaml 

C. Requirement.txt 

D. Model_artifact_validate.py 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

As a data scientist, you are working on a global health data set that has data from more than 50 countries. You want to
encode three features, such as \\'countries\\', \\'race\\', and \\'body organ\\' as categories. Which option would you use to
encode the categorical feature? 

A. DataFramLabelEncode() 

B. auto_transform() 

C. OneHotEncoder() 

D. show_in_notebook() 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Anomaly Detection to train a model to detect anomalies in pump sensor data.
How does the required False Alarm Probability settings affect an anomaly detection model? 

A. It changes the sensitivity of the model to detect anomalies. 

B. It is used to disable the reporting of false alarm. 

C. It Adds a score to each signal indicating the probability that it is false alarm. 

D. It determines how many false alarms occur before an error message is generated. 

Correct Answer: A 
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